There may be occasions when you find yourself going over and over an event or a decision which just hasn't fully left you with a settled feeling that a final solution has been reached. You have a strong uneasy sense that something is still missing because there is no real closure or feeling of satisfaction that every piece of the entire puzzle was put into place before calling it solved.

The big picture was very evident, except it seems there should have been, or could have been or may have been something more to recognize in order to leave you with a better sense of satisfaction that your dilemma was finalized with nothing left out,......and so your search for the one indispensable piece continues.

This painting shows puzzle pieces in a basket all having the same shape. The sizes and colors are different but they all represent, what I call, that one vital piece. Whenever it is in its place the puzzle is complete and your thought is at ease. Here a life lesson can be learned and used when conundrums come your way; that if you put this particular piece in place first it is never considered a missing piece. You build the puzzle around it.

Look thoughtfully into your mental basket for your absent piece and watch how easily it fits into any unfinished puzzle. This pivotal piece is readily available but is often overlooked or not taken seriously at first.
The piece that is the resolution for any unfinished puzzle is always Love.
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